
Sit and Stand Flip-Top

“ Elevate your work experience  
with the Sit and Stand”
It has been proven that providing tables that encourage the end user to 
alternate between sitting and standing can provide health benefits and also 
increase productivity. 

The Sit and Stand Flip-Top table offers the practicality of elevating from 74cm 
to 139cm high at the flick of a button and with a white HPL table top it can 
also transform into a projector screen in an instant. An additional writable 
hook-on white board is also available as an option. 

With electrical sockets built into the frame, the table allows the end user 
to power devices in one place. The castors ensure the table can be easily 
moved around and when flipped, stored away in echelon to minimise space.
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Please recycle.

  Key Features
    Flip-Top mechanism aids storage

    Hook-on white board available on request

    Electric up & down mechanism with anti-collision 
detection system

    Integrated electric sockets 

    Castors for easy manoeuvrability

    Powder coated underframe

    Table top: 25mm White HPL with ABS edge  
to match 

    Models available: 
SST1 – 140 x 80cm 
SST2 – 160 x 80cm 
SST3 – 180 x 80cm
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With the Sit and Stand you are able to adjust the height of the table to 
your personal preference from 74cm to 139cm.
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The tables white HPL top allows the product 
to transform into a projector screen in an 
instant. An additional writable hook-on white 
board is also available as an option.
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Table is fitted with castors for ease of use 
and mobility.
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The Sit and Stand offers a flip-top for 
a superior nesting table system for 
meetings. The tables can be stored 
in echelon in the vertical position.

The table height is controlled by the click of a button.


